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Class  1MS.. / Name …………………………………………………………/ Number ….

First English Exam

Task1: I choose a – b- c –d to complete the following sentence (2pts)

1. The text is about …………………………….

a) Pedro’s friend b) Pedro’s school c) Pedro’s family d) Pedro’s city.

2. There are ……………………….memebers in Pedro’s family.

a) Five b)six c) four d) seven

Task2: I write the names of my family members on the tree 

Family memeber Grandpa Grandma Dad Mum sister

Name Alberto …………… ……………. Lia ……………

Age ……………. 80 45 …………. 8

Job retired ///////////// ………….. …………. /////////////

TASK3: I fill in the gaps with the appropriate words from the list below 

hometwon – from – teacher - loves
Pero is ………..Brazil. Sao Paulo is his. He …………….. his family. His mother is

a……………… of English.

Task1 : I choose the correct answer  (3pts)

1. This is (a/an) engineer. (An /The ) engineer works in a factory.

2. This is my uncle. (He/She/It) is an artist.

Task2: I match names of jobs with their places  (2pts)

Hi ! My name is Pedro. I am ten years old. I live in

Sao Paulo, a big city of Brazil. I am a happy boy.

This is the photo of my family. Ana is my

grandmother. She is 80 years old. My grandfather is

Alberto. He is retired. He is 82. My father is Mario.

He is a doctor in a big hospital. He is 45. My

mother,Lia, is 42. She is a teacher of English.

My sister, Joana, is 8 years old.

Puppy is my dog. It is brown.

I love my family.

What about your family ?

READING COMPREHENSION

MASTERY OF LANGUAGE



Task3: I put the words in the right bubble  (2pts)

brother – three – Thursday – mother

I e-mail Pedro and answer his letter:

 I give: my name, my age, my country, my hometown, my school…..

 I speak about my family: number of people in my family; my parents ‘age

and jobs… sisters/brothers…….

 Use capital letters and punctuation where necessary.

You are ARTISTS

1. Nurse
2. Firman
3. Pilot
4. Architect

a. Fire station
b. Office
c. Hospital
d. Airplane

Jobs Places

WRITTEN EXPRESSION




